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Overview 
InfoLog™ 4.0 is a browser-based 
application used to electronically capture 
operator activity and track operator tasks.  

With InfoLog, operators can record 
information about daily operations, view a 
prioritized task list, and access a 
dashboard that includes shift status and 
summary reports. Operators can easily 
access a historical knowledge base to 
make more informed decisions and keep 
the workplace running safely and 
efficiently. By storing information 
electronically, issues concerning accuracy, 
security, accessibility, and recording are 
minimized. 

InfoLog helps identify key information to 
help operations run safely and efficiently. It 
can alert the responsible person/team 
when required tasks are incomplete. It can 
also document past observations on 
equipment or process issues and record 
how each was resolved. 

The Event Monitor is an optional licensed 
component of InfoLog. It enables 
automatic creation of log entries based on 
OPC values or DeltaV Events. 

 

 

 

Features and Benefits 

Browser-based data entry and 
collaboration 

Intuitive user-friendly interface 

Improve visibility and accuracy of log 
entries 

Seamless collaboration between multiple 
roles and departments 

Contextual information and 
comprehensive entries 

Customized user dashboard  

Minimize shift handover risk 

Role-based security model 

Audit trail that allows for rigorous security 
and traceability 
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Shift transitions represent a critical moment, especially if there are issues ongoing. The 
InfoLog™ Shift View allows the incoming operations team to see issues and any pending 
tasks that are flagged for review to better manage the shift handover. During the shift, 
the team has a comprehensive view into activities and associated tasks. 
 
 
 

InfoLog™ 4.0 Ordering Information 
2250-0005   InfoLog Logbooks + 5 Users 

2250-0025   InfoLog Logbooks + 25 Users 

2250-0150   InfoLog Logbooks + 150 Users 

2251-0005   InfoLog Logbooks Additional Users - 5 

2251-0025   InfoLog Logbooks Additional Users - 25 

2251-0150   InfoLog Logbooks Additional Users - 150 

2260   Event Monitor 

ASM-IL-xxxx  InfoLog 1 Year Support - xxxx Users 

ASM-IL-EM   Event Monitor 1 Year Support 
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